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HYPERTEXT-BASED INTEGRATION FOR NUCLEAR PLANT
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

L. H. Tsoukalas B. R. Upadhyaya N. E. Clapp*

The University of Tennessee and *Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-2300

ABSTRACT

A methodology is presented that uses fuzzy graphs in the emerging paradigm of hypertext for the purpose of
integrating data, information and multifaceted knowledge resources abounding in power plant operations and
maintenance. A hypertext system is viewed as a set of nodes and links where with each link we associate
membership Junctions embodying context-dependent criteria for navigating large information spaces. A general
framework for navigation is outlined and graph-theory navigational tools are developed. A numerical example and a
HyperCard-based prototype for monitoring special material in the MHTGR-NPR are included.

INTRODUCTION

Existing storage technologies make it possible to store the equivalent of 1000 textbooks, or the entire phone
directory of Canada, in a single CD-ROM (each compact disk with read only memory can currently store up to 650
Megabytes of data, without compression). With Terrabyte storage not too far into the future it is now apparent that
large-scale multimedia scientific databases will be available for tracking the entire history of power plant
components, from the design phase to operations and maintenance. Yet, while it is feasible to store maintenance and
operauons data, information and knowledge to an unprecedented extent, their utilization is limited by two important
factors: effectiveness and efficiency. Where efficiency is measured in terms of the computer resources needed, and
effectiveness is measured by the degree of satisfaction of a user's informational needs.7 To take into account these
application-specific and user-dependent factors (.which we collectively refer to as "context-dependent" factors), we
introduce a methodology for accessing, retrieving and using data, information and knowledge, tasks generally
associated with navigation in the parlance of hypertext

Hypertext is an approach to information management in which information is organized as a network of
nodes connected by links. Nodes may contain text, graphics, audio, video and generally software for operating on
numerical and/or symbolic data. While other software paradigms are promising similar things, the essence of
hypertext is that linking is machine-supported. At the development level most hypertext environments feature
control buttons (link icons) which can be arbitrarily embedded within the content material by a user. Hypertext
allows for easy and intuitive access to documents and programs by linking dispersed yet interrelated information
throughout a document, a program or a series of documents/programs. Traditional document structure is sequential,
in other words there is a single linear sequence defining the order in which the text is to be accessed. Hypertext is
nonsequential, i.e., there is no single order that determines the sequence in which text is to be read.1^ Figure 1
shows an example of the basic features of hypertext. In the system shown there are 6 textual nodes, 2 nontextual
(video and an application, e.g., a database) and nine links amongst them. If we start, for example, from node A there
are two options to go next, instead of a single place which would be the case in linear type of text. We can go to B
or to E. Hypertext presents several different options to the user and the individual user determines which one of
them to follow at the time of using the system; based on his specific informational needs. The designer of the
system has set up alternatives for the user to explore instead of a single path of information. Notice that from node
E one can launch the application or have access to video images. The fact that video, graphics and various other
media can be nodes in a hypertext system, leads some people to use the term "hypermedia." In the present work,
however, we will be using the term hypertext as synonymous to hypermedia

There exists, however, a fundament?! :™'j* in hypfrar:: :i;:r discricr.:s:i3n zr.i ever, ccrsfusion. Increasing
ilie ninnbct of connections, or links, increases the possibility that a user will get lost in irrelevant information.
User disorientation may be particularly severe for large scale applications such as those involved in the utilization of
power plant databases. The process of moving through a hypertext information base is referred as navigation. In
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Lhis paper we will outline navigational tools based on the theory of fuzzy graphs and fuzzy relations. These
tools quantify context-dependent user preferences and application-specific constraints in such a manner that a user
may direct himself to an information island of interest

HYPERMEDIA NAVIGATION USING FUZZY GRAPHS.

We develop navigational tools for hypertext on the basis of the generalized theories for information retrieval4>6>7

and the theory of fuzzy graphs.2 A fuzzy graph is defined as follows. Let Ej and E 2 be two sets and let x be an
element of Ej and y be an element of E, . The cartesian product of the two sets is the set of ordered pairs EjXE2 .
A fuzzy graph is defined as the fuzzy subset2 G such that

V (x,y)e E1xE2:\iG(x,y)e M

where, p. G (x,y) is a membership function, 8-9-10 and M is the membership set of EjX E 2 . The membership

function, (i G (x.y), is a mechanism for grading each element of the relation.

Figure 1. Simplified view of a hypermedia structure.

In general there is an equivalence between graphs and relations. Let us illustrate with an example by
considering first the Boolean, non-fuzzy graph shown in Figure 2, where the vertexes are elements of the set (0,1) .

B

Figure 2. Non-fuzzy graph.

A_Ti £ijujv<ucnt way for representing iiic graph is ui course through a mbic as shown ui i igui'c j , i<i;, oi
•>T?ugh 'Ji; rzb'.f s»"iwn in Figure ?. (h\ wher? a whir* f r con^^zr.iz lu G i..d i black bcx :c 1. .\fi£^y o"p/:
is a graph where the venues are not Boolean, i.e., either 0 or 1, but graded by a membership function which takes
values in the interval (0,1], as in the example shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Equivalent ways of representing a non-fuzzy graph.
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Figure 4. Representation of a fuzzy relation.

In Figure 4, (c), the numbers in the boxes are values of the membership function for a given pair in the
relation. In Figure 4, (d) the different shades of gray correspond to the values between 0 and 1, e.g., 0.3 and 0.7 .
The fuzzy relation shown in Figure 4, represents the fuzzy graph shown in Figure 5, where, the thickness of the
venexes is related to the value of the membership function.

Figure S. Representation of a fuzzy graph.
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A hyperixt system is essentially a fuzzy graph where different nodes are connected with each other through
some graded link reflecting applicanon-specific or in general user-specified criteria. Thus the navigation problem in
the information hyperspace is translated to a problem of traversing a graph in accordance with some directional aids
quantified through fuzzy membership functions. Figure 6 illustrates a graph representing a group of 9 nodes linked
with each other.

Figure 6. A network of nodes.

In the following we will develop a general methodology for navigation that employs the notion of fuzzy
relations and exploits their mathematical equivalence with graphs. Let £ = ( 0 ^ 0 0 <JN ) be a set of nodes

(where a node is either a stack or a card within a stack, in the parlance of the HyperCard environment3). A path
(also called a tour or a trail in certain hypertext systems1) is represented by a directed graph as shown in Figure 6.
A venex in the graph denotes a node and an edge denotes a link. Let S be the universal set of all nodes. Then I c
S. We denote as I , and T, the sets of nodes that have been visited and the nodes that have not been visited

respectively. Thus, I = I j u L , .

A hypenext tour is conducted through a network of links. The links themselves are Boolean. We define
however a fuzzy relation on all links that describes a context-specific graded aspect between a node and some other
node Two types of navigational directions are defined: backward and forward. Backward navigation pertains to
nodes that have been visited while forward navigation pertains to nodes that are to be visited for the first time. We
denote by a$ the starting node, i.e., the node we are situated at any given time. We let, I"B ( a s ) be the fuzzy

subset or backward tours and V (a s ) be the resultant fuzzy subset or forward tour s.

SERIAL LINKS

Suppose that we link node O"Q to a^ and from a, we go to ov and finally form o"m_j to a m as shown in
Figure 7. We say that aQ is linked to a m in m steps. We define a relation from any node o i to the start node a%

n

through ihe membership function, M-m(<*i.<*s) . This membership function describes how tightly the card CTj is

linked to as> in accordance with some user-defined cnt-ria.

Figure 7. Serial linkage in m steps.
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In the case ol forward navigation, i.e., visiting nodes that have not been visited yet, the relation from a start

node to any node is represented by the membership function, Hm(0"S'
oj) , In accordance with fuzzy set theory these

B F
relations satisfy: 0 < \xm (oi%ffs) < 1 and 0 £ \im (O"S,C:) < 1 .

We define a single step link from node o, to node O: through the membership function \i^ (?j,0j). If

o. is not directly linked to a. then | i , {.o-.a:) = 0, otherwise p., (OJ.OJ) = Y. where y i s a constant (The

superscript F will be omitted when it is clear that we refer to forward navigation.)

(aj .o k )

Figure 8. Serial Links

Consider the two step Link shown in Figure 8. We define a composite relation p^Oj.ajj)as ^ e algebraic pioduct:.2

LINKS IN PARALLEL

When a node a; is reached from another node a ; through some intermediate nodes
shown in Figure 9 we say that there is a parallel linkage between nodes O; and a- .

Figure 9. Parallel Links

or CTR in the manner

The total relauon ;i, ta^arf is defined as:

! M-2 (CTj.aj) • p, i -+ crR (2)
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where, n, (a-^ —» OQ —> o ) and m (o ; —> o^ —* o ) represent the single path links through OQ and o ^

respectively and the symbol © stands for algebraic sum,^ i.e.,

x © y • x + y - xy .

With the above formulas we can calculate the relation between the start node and each node generally.

MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLE

Let us perform an example of backward navigation in the network of Figure 6. Let node Og be the start node at a
given time and of course all the other nodes have been already visited. For computational simplicity let the
membership functions representing all 1-step relations be y and exclude relations which are equal to zero. Using the
equations above we have:

B

M-l (07.09) = y

The 2-step links are:

B B B 5

B B B _ ->

B B B 2
H-> (Og,o9) = | i , (0^,0-j) • \i. (a-j,a9) = y • y = Y~

The 3-step links are given by:

,,B B ' B • v^ J>

B . B B B B
Ho (O3,O9) = [i, (03,05) • \ln (<Sc,Gn) © JJ.. (03,04) • Jlo (.OQtGq)

= 2 y3 - Y6 .

Thus, for y = 0.7 the resultant fuzzy subset, TB (o 9 ) for a tour to nodes that have been previously
visited starting from node a 9 is:

TB (o 9 ) = ( 0.34/CTj, 0.49/o2, 0.60/o3, 0.49/o4, 0.70/o5, 0.49/o6. 0.7/o7, 0.34/o8, 0.00/o9 )

M.,.- ,k2! . j . . - . _ i . . - 3 } . : _ fJiiC^- ct , n e t o u r to P=vHe -,., ;3 (\ $n due u: c nar»i!c! "r 4

and 05 , while senal linkage through On and 05 would have a membership value of 0.34. This suggests linking to
03 via 0-7 and Og.
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Hypertext-Based Prototype

Figure 10 illustrates the conceptual basis for die Special Material Accounting System (SMAS), a hypertext-based
prototype for detailed special material inventories in the new production reactor, MHTGR-NPR. SMAS has access
to data, information and knowledge (roughly corresponding to data acquisition, database and document-processing
software). SMAS was developed in the HyperCard3 environment on a Macintosh computer. Figure 11 shows a
typical link between the entrance card and stacks containing document/reports information. Each card can feature
scrolling windows and buttons to launch applications and/or link to other stacks. HyperCard is based on the card
computational metaphor. The basic node object is the card, and a collection of cards is called a stack- Buttons can
be constructed on the screen and a HyperTalk program can be associated with them. Buttons are activated when a user
clicks on them. Through HyperTalk however, other event's can trigger button actions; for example, when the cursor
enters the button region or when a specified time has elapsed. A major advantage of HyperCard is that links do not
need to be hard-wired. Through HyperTalk anything that can be computed can be used as the destination for a link.
This is an advantageous feature for the purpose of integration. Goto statements achieve hypertext jumps or links.
Commands such as show and hide can simulate pop-up windows.

There is an entrance stack of cards linked to other stacks. A convention is followed in most cards as shown
in Figure 12. Buttons that link to a data acquisition program are indicated by the button "Data". Buttons that link
to the database program are indicated by "Information" and buttons that include textual or pictorial data are indicated
by the button "Knowledge." In Figure 12, a sequence of jumps to a screen containing pictorial information about
the target elements, can be achieved through pressing the appropriate buttons.

CONCLUSIONS

Hypertext or "hypermedia," is an emerging technology that takes advantage of the phenomenal growth in storage
devices. It allows for the development of large informational spaces, a possibility of considerable merit for nuclear
plant operations and maintenance. While it is feasible to store maintenance and operations data, information and
knowledge to an unprecedented extent, their utilization is limited by two important factors: effectiveness and
efficiency. To take into account these application-specific and user-dependent factors we introduced a methodology
for navigation. The development of scientific databases where information can be retrieved and utilized for a variety
of needs, requires that a user can navigate through enormous hyperspaces assisted by tools that offer context-specific
direction. In this paper we outlined a directional tool based on the theory of fuzzy graphs. It allows for a user to
link to the desired node in accordance with application-specific criteria embodied in membership functions. An
example of a hypertext-based prototype for special-material monitoring was presented. It is likely that navigational
tools will be indispensable for upscaling development and large large-size implementations where the possibilities
opening through hypermedia for improved operations and maintenance in nuclear power plants will be actualized.
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Figure 10. Each SMAS subsystem has access to current data, historical data signatures (information), and textual-
pictorial knowledge.
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Figure 11. Clicking on the button "About MHTGR-NPR" the user links to various reports.
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Figure 12. Cards in the Target Fabrication Stack.
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